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Background and context

Defining innovation: While there are multiple definitions for innovation, the following criteria are the most essential:

 As Global In-house Centers (GICs) continue to evolve and deliver value beyond arbitrage, supporting enterprises’ innovation agenda is 
becoming a competitive imperative, rather than an opportunity

 GICs have a strong foundation in service delivery with deep domain skills and understanding of business needs. This allows them to 
leverage their expertise and help accelerate organization-wide innovation

 In this report, Everest Group looks at the current state of adoption for innovation in GICs and how some leading GICs have successfully 
built these capabilities. This report is anchored on our understanding of the GIC market, based on extensive experience and ongoing 
interactions with leading GICs, and proprietary GIC databases

Having a new idea / 
fresh thinking 

regarding existing 
process/product

Addressing a real 
challenge / 

business need

Executing the idea 
into a feasible offering

Adding value to the 
customer / help improve 

customer experience

Adding value to 
the company

Note: This report focuses on innovation undertaken by GICs from non-engineering verticals
Source: Everest Group (2018)
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Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

This report focuses on how GICs are driving innovation for their parent enterprises. The report covers the role of GICs in driving innovation , 
their current state of adoption across different types of innovation. It further delves into the key enablers for driving successful innovation, 
supported with case examples of leading GICs across each enabler. The report also highlights best practices and call to action for leaders 
based in GICs and parent enterprises on how to accelerate on the innovation curve

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 Enterprises are leveraging GICs for driving innovation due to four key reasons – enterprise-wide perspective, access to niche skills and 
scarce talent, low cost of innovation, and existing deep process/domain expertise and techno-functional overlap

 The extent of adoption in GICs varies by types of innovation - it is the highest for data & analytics and lowest for product innovation

 Driving innovation requires right combination of three components – processes, people and culture, each playing a critical role in 
yielding success

– Processes: Leading GICs are harnessing harnessing ideas from both external and internal ecosystems to develop best-of-breed 
solutions. They are adopting hybrid approaches for funding innovation and are also introducing strong governance mechanisms to 
institutionalize the measurement of innovation success

– People: GICs are adopting different approaches to designing innovation teams and collaborating with the external ecosystem to 
build flexibility in their innovation operating model. They are also adjusting talent model practices and approaching cross-
functional collaboration in different ways to create a fertile innovation-enabling ecosystem

– Culture: GICs are deploying multiple tools to reengineer their DNA and develop a culture of innovation. This includes 
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This study covers the current state of innovation in GICs and how 
leading GICs are accelerating their innovation journeys; below are 
four graphics to illustrate the depth of the report

Extent of adoption in GICs varies by types of innovation Innovation equation

Idea generation mechanisms Formation of multi-disciplinary teams

Data and analytics

Enterprises leverage GICs’ deep 
domain skills and data and analytics 
capabilities to bring enhancements in  

customer engagement, customer 
acquisition strategies, and 
improvement in operations

GICs are supporting/driving 
significant transformation in the 
processes/technologies of the 

enterprise (e.g., process automation, 
development of blockchain solutions)

Technology/process innovation

GICs are supporting their enterprises 
in the introduction of new products (or 

services) and/or customization of 
existing products (or services)

Product innovation

Idea generation 
mechanisms 

Funding 
mechanisms

Governance 
mechanisms

A1

A2

A3

Successful 
innovation

People

B

Process

A

Culture

C

Formation of multi-
disciplinary teams

Adjustment to talent 
practices to promote 
innovation

Cross-functional 
collaboration

B1

B2

B3

Used currently Planned

Competitive events 
(e.g., hackathons and ideathons)

Rewards and recognition linked to innovation

Periodical innovation events

Dedicated innovation programs/teams

Ideation workshops leveraging design thinking

Prototyping

Interactive labs with digital pods and consoles, etc.

58%

55%

53%

51%

46%

41%

32%

17%

18%

11%

25%

18%

23%

31%

Measures adopted for in-house idea generation1,2

2018; Percentage of respondents
A leading insurance company has dedicated innovation 
teams in the GIC

A leading GIC of an energy company has innovation 
teams embedded within the functions

Group 
innovation BUs

Innovation team

CoE 1 CoE 2 CoE n

Cross-functional capabilities 
(e.g., analytics)

External 
ecosystem

Team 
1

Cross-functional 
capabilities

Team 
2

Team 
n

BU 1 BU 2 BU nGroup 
innovation

External 
ecosystem

Extent of adoption in GICs 

Best-in-class GICsLow High
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GIC Talent strategy | Pinnacle Model™ Analysis 2018 (Extract) 2019  Q1
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Thematic reports                                                                                                                      
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Additional Catalyst™ research references

The following documents are recommended for additional insight into the topic covered in this report. The recommended documents either 
provide additional details, or complementary content that may be of interest:

1. Global In-house Center (GIC) Landscape Annual Report 2018 – GICs Emerging as Innovation CoEs for Global Enterprises 
(EGR-2018-34-R-2616); 2018. This report provides an in-depth analysis of the GIC landscape and trends. It covers market size, growth, and distribution 
of GICs by buyer portfolio, scale, functions supported, and offshore delivery locations. The research also provides an overview of the trends witnessed 
in the overall GIC landscape in 2017. This has been compared with GIC activity for the previous two years, to bring forth key areas of differences

2. BFSI GICs: Orchestrating Their Way to Digital Growth (EGR-2017-2-R-2515); 2017. While digital adoption has been part of the strategy of BFSI 
GICs for some time, its broad-based emergence in the past few years is offering a new and powerful tool to GICs to create compelling avenues for the 
next wave of productivity and value-addition for their parent enterprises. During the period between 2015-2017, GICs, especially in the BFSI vertical, 
made multiple rounds of investments to embrace digital technologies, recalibrate talent models, and foster a culture of innovation in their organizations. 
This report looks at the evolution of their journeys, current state of digital adoption, key challenges faced, and best practices adopted.

3. Building a Workforce of the Future – Upskilling/Reskilling in Global In-house Centers (EGR-2017-2-R-2499); 2017. Skills and competencies 
required by GICs to deliver services are changing rapidly. In addition to the need for different skills in the future, the talent challenges for GICs will 
intensify with the increasing automation of the existing services portfolio. As a result, GICs face the dual risks of a large existing workforce with multiple 
skills that are likely to become redundant, while struggling to find external talent with the skills required for the future. In this research, we surveyed 
senior leaders from 80+ GICs across leading offshore/nearshore locations to gather perspectives on the nature of skills/competencies needed for the 
future, and the roles GICs can play to help address these changing skill requirements

Website: www.everestgrp.com | Phone: +1-214-451-3000 | Email: info@everestgrp.com

For more information on this and other research published by Everest Group, please contact us:
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